THE   DAY   OF  THE   XOUMEAN
The Tonkinese women are more businesslike. They walk
briskly along, asking the price of this with a few terse words,
critically examining that, and generally getting the4 pick of
the market and hastening home again. Laid out under giant
arbres noirs, the stalls look attractive enough, piled up with
mounds of white turnips, heliotrope aubergine (egg-plant),
red carrots, with black sand still clinging to them, the
inevitable mountains of green 'salacle '—the nearest approach
to lettuce one can get in the islands—great bundles of leeks,
and a few crimson chillies for colour contrast. Ignames
(sweet potatoes), 4taro" (starchy native root crop), and a
few breadfruit are laid out especially to tempt the native
buyers.
. The fish market is a sorry exhibition for a town the size
of Noumea, especially considering that the lagoons and river
mouths are teeming with fish. Two or three large boxes
mounted on bicycle wheels are wheeled along and backed
into the kerb. No fish may be sold at Noumea unless it is
still alive, so they are displayed still swimming about in
these boxes, kept about three parts filled with water. You
select your fish, a native dives his hand in and pulls it out,
slapping and whacking away with fins and tail, then weighs
it on a hanging scales and you bargain over the price. Your
choice is then attached to a string and borne away still
flapping its slimy tail against your trousers or skirt9 just to
prove that it is still fresh.
On a bench opposite the fish tub will be a pile of rocky-
looking oysters and a few unhappy looking bleary-eyed
crabs and crayfish, their pincers neatly bound with string, so
that one can inspect them at close range without difficulty.
With your day's supply of food suspended from strings or
picked into string bags, you cross the street to a Japanese
cafe and drink an early morning cup of coffee with rolls—
and the inevitable guava jelly. If it's your first visit to
the market and you linger too long over the coffee, you
will be greatly surprised when you step out into the street
again. There will be no sign of market or marketers.
Within about two hours of the setting up of the stalls*
Facing :   The son of the Grand Chief of Houailou bids good-bye to the village.

